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To

Atl Sub-Offices under PCDA Bangalore

Atl Sections of Main Office

Sub: Atlotment of unique ldentification Number to AFMRC Pro iect Code 340000107.

Ref: HQrs letter No. A/l / 1 1 336/ Accts I 201 9 -20 dated 2 /08/201 9.

Please find the enctosed copy of HQrs letter cited under reference, which is self

explanatory .This is for your information and strict compliance.

Go(Accounts) has seen.

- 9a/
Senior Accounts Officer (Accounts)

yXtriuution The Officer l/c
EDP Section
(Locat)

) For uploading in the website

Senior n cer (Accounts)
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Sub: Allotment of unique ldentitication Number to AFMRC Project Code
340000107.

DGAFMS "vide their letter f,io. 15965/8udgeU2O18-1g/DGAFMS/DG-38

dated 29.06.2018(copy enclosed) has intimated that DRDO has allotted a

unique nine-digit Unit code/Project code 340000107 for AFMRC funds to be

expended under Major Head 208C. Minor Head 110, Code Head 856/01 to

monitor the pace of expenditure by different medical units.

2. lt is therefore requested to issue necessary directions to Audit

Section/sub-.offices for invariably using the unique nine digit Unit Code/Project

Code 340000107 allotted by DROO while compiling the expenditure on a/c of

AFMRC under Major Head 2080. Minor Head 110, Code Head 856/01. lt is

informed that the feature of incorporating the project code iS already available

in NCS. Difficulty if any faced may be intimated to HQrs Office.

This issues with the apprcvai of JI.CGDA(A&B).

h),K,,x
Sr.AccountsOfficer(A/Cs)

Copy to:

1, ST.ACGDA
lT&S Section(Local)

for inrormation and necessary action please

2. Col Sandeep Bhalla
O/o the DGAFMSTDG-3B for information w.r.t their above cited letter.
Ministry of Defence
PtN-908713
c/o 56 APO

3. PCDA(R&D)
New Delhi

'cr -fcrmation and necessary action please

SC
fiJq16 ac,aczJ

Sr.Accounts fficer(A/Cs)
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1&19/DGAFMS/DG-38

Office of the OGAFMS/DG-3B
Ministry of Defence
PtN-908713
c/o 56 APO

,1 Jun 2018

Batar Road
Delhi CanttI

t
1 AFMRC is a committee of the ORDO constituted by the Gol for the purpose of

medical research in the Armed Forces. Research funds are released by the DRDO to the

DGAFMS for the conduct of AFMRC proiects in medical institutes and hospitals in all the
three sefvlces.

2. DRDO allocates the budget amounting to Rs Nine crores (Rs I Crores) on an

annual basis. DRDO has also allotted a unique nine digit Unit Code / Project Code
34OOOO1O7 to AFMRC for the purpose ot accounting the booking of expenditure in respect
of these funds. The same is informed to the respective PCDA,/CDA.{CDAs of the
dependent units.
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3. The DGAFMS sub allots these funds to approximately 120 to 140 new and on-going
I\FMRC projects which are being carried out in approximately 20 to 30 institutes/hospitals.
l'he expenditure is booked by dependent PCDAs / CDAs / JCDAS.

4. As per orders issued by the IHQ of Mod (Army)/DGFP, the system of Monthly
Expenditure Returns and Quarterly Expenditure Returns by the units has been formalised.
Thus, there is a requirement to centrally monitor the rate of the research fundsbeing
expended by the various Armed Forces Medical units. Towards this end, the CGDA has
provided online access to the DGAFMS through WAN to monitor the expenditure
compilation being received from all PCDAs on real lime basis. However, the system of
allotting Unit Codes is currently de-centralised and is done by respective PCDAS in a non-
standardised manner. This is evident as p€r Annexure 1 and 2 attached, where PCDA
Pune and PCDA Lucknow have allotted Unit codes differently. This leads to difficulty in
identifying the AFMS unils which are booking the AFMRC funds under Major Head 2080:
Minor Head 110; Code Head 856/01. This being a common code head for local purchase.
it is ulilised by all the DRDO unils to book funds allotted by the DRDO. This is evident on
observing the expenditure compilation of all PCDAS. PCDA (R&D), New Delhi is the only
ex.€ption which has entered the unique nine digit code allotted to AFMRC which helps in
monitoring the expenditure. ln case of all other PCOAS, the DGAFMS is unable to monilor
the pace of expenditure by different medical units and compilation of expense due to lack
of .a unique identifier.

5. The solution to this problern would be for the CGDA to pass inslructions to all
PCDAS / CDAS / JCOAS to reflect the unique nine dig it Unit code / Proiect code
340000107 allotted by the DRDO for AFMRC funds to be expe nded under Major Head
2080: Minor Head 1 l0; Code head 856/01

6. An early action is requested
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(SandeeD Bhalla)
Col
Dir AFMS (MR)
for DGAMS
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ALLOTMENT OF UNIQUE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER TO AFMRC
PROJECT CODE 34 0000 107


